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The study Of in contemporary psychology,has roots deep

in the history of Philohy and in sek;eral branches of psychology (Cf.

Socal Adaptation

1

Smith, 1978)., ,It remains a,topic of considerable current interest as well,

vo w'
perhaps because values may in part determine how people frame

\
b' interpret

., .

.
S. .

their experience and set their goals. Values undoubtedly alio have a clole

relationship to adaptation to life and mental health (Smith, 1963), but ,.

. 4

,much remains to be learned about this relationship.

Although the process of coming to know about a person's values and

mental health is controversial, we_believe that the multivariate approach

advocated by Brewster Smith (1961) provides a sound methodology'and that

the conceptualframework of social adaptation theory (Kahle, Kulka, &

Klingel, 1980)can be a useful theoretic, springboard: The main thrust of

the piper

about how

will aim toward elaborat ng, ased on our multivariate

people with alternative values are adapting t9 their psychologi-

cal worlds. A
I

Method

The subjects were 2,264 adults selected from the sampling units of

the UMSersity of Michigan's Survey Research Center. The clUstered, strati-
,

-tied sampling procedure was designed to yield a representative probability

sample of ppninstitutionalized adults living in the, co-terminous United

States.

^The.sttdy was art of the recent replication and extension (Veroff, .

Douvanc & Kulka, in press) of the original (Gurin, Veroff, & Feld, 1960)

Americans View Their Mental Health. Itincluded two questions that asked

respondents to identify their first and second most important values qopm

I
b

K
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a list of Rokeach -like (Rolteach, 1973) terminal varies. These values,

, , ...

which we shall see listed when we get to the first table wereifelected be-

cause of their.applib ity to all of life's major roles. AlSo included

in the survSY were multiple indicators of subjective, or self:ieported,

mental health (cf. banger, l962). The present paper examines the relation-

,

ship between these two sets of questions. Although a, variety of demographic

variables, such as age, sex, and education, were also considered, these

variables cOnsfstently showed fewer instances of moderating the relation-

;

ship between values and' subjective mental health than would be expected by

chance. They will therefore not be considered further. ANOVA's and-New-

man-Keuls tests illuminated other relationships. The mean associated With

each value is presenteif Lower means generally indicate more adl!ptive out -

comes.comes. Values with nd letters in-comnon,under the column "set" are signi-,

ficantly different from eat other at the .05 level.

Results and--Discussion

To. sample the types of influence values have on ad4tation, we will

consider in particular detail 5 aspects of psychological adaptation which

may go awry: Alcohol and drug abuse, dizziness, anxiety, and general ill

health. Firbt Alcohol abuse: Alcoholism and alcohol abuse obviously dis-

rupt America'n societfenver half of all fatal traffic accidents. entail

alcohOi. Marital discord, alienation, disrupted physical ant mental health,

and. economic strain are often parts of complex social and personal webs

that also involve alcohol abuse (Straus, 1966). Monday-mornint hangovsrs.

ti

cu ork.oplace efficiency and increase on-the-job accidents. About 15% of

a ions to mental health 'hospitals entail alcoholism, 4oleman, 1964),

1
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although the majority of
alcoiciol abusers probably do not receive the int-

fessional attention,they need.

Families Suffer particularli'from alcohol tame. Alcohol frequently

'plays a role in sppUbe andehild use. Sexual and financial strain may
,

result from excessive ,cpnsumption f alcohql as a function of the perfor-

manse disruptions alcohol can cause and the high cost by some standards of

maintaining any such habits Alcoholics are more likely to Ob.tain.a divorce

or 'separation than'others, and family members'th the homes of alcoholics

are more likely than others to experience physical and mental health break-

.

downs (Straus, 1966). oAlcoholAcs require far more emztional,suppor t than

they return, making life with them-always a it of a strain:

The data in Tablet: 5 -8 show what we learn td about alcoholism and

drinking from our siurvey. The item in Table 5-slisks about who thinks

thkt he or 4e drinks too much. This item preserits a 'bit of a paradox

since denial is one sign of alcoholism. run- ehjoymen and

self-fulfillment proponents admit to the most drinking of any categories

with the possible exception of 1 sense of accomplishdent. People who jibe

with being well respected fared better than any of those three groups.

This pattern bodes well for no one because, as we shall see shortly, res,

pondents who espouse being well-respected abuse other drUgs., They simply I.

t

prefer a different type of creative chemistry.
4

Probably two separate processes lead to the
overindulging outcomes

evident in ble 5-8. Young people with high status and good incomqs tend
.

(11

.

to select a ense ofd accomplishment and self-fulfillment. These people



ia/may west the "cocktail party" syndrome. They may move in circles in

..

.1

which ,ocial drinking is tolerated or even-dasilanded, including drinking on

.

an empty ,stomach, the most Intoxication- prone circumstance. For them w

drinking cocktails may be a means, by whi4h one meets new people who will

/".

Social Adaptatiori
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,aid in career advancement and goal attainment. These people may drink in"-

toxicants because to do otherwise would violate powerful norms and slightly

I

alienate superiors: If General Motors aan send an executive home for the

day because of the infraction of wearing a brown suit to work (which it can

and on occasion apparently does), hOw much worse would it be.to ask a su-

perior for d glass of milk When liquid.re'freshments are ordered at 6 p.m.

A second aspect of this group's motivation will be evident in Table

Value fulfillment- mayslead
the.fun-enjoyment-excitement people to the

same (Table 5-8) destination via a divergent route They may consume aico-

-.

.
hol because they Want to have -a gdod time rather than :4cause-Ahey want to

appear to have a good tine. In.our society we glorify the drunk, at least,

to a point. W. C. Fields attained a high degree of popularitybY credting

a public image of stupor, as Dean Martin well knows. Good times and alco-

hol frequently belong together, the image states. What could be more fun

and enjoyable than a beer or a bourbon, advertisement after advertisement'

tells us.

With the item in Table 5-11, we appear to be measuring the use

of a variety of sedating tranquiliers in a different attempt to adapt

chemioally. The organizatiOnal loyplist of being 14A1-respected and sense

of belonging fame, whom we discovered does not often take,a three-martini

lunch, may verywell'be taking a threel:valium lunch. What the selfrful-

fillers and accomplithers disposed of through alcohol abuse, the endorsers

ir
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of sense of belonging, security, and being well-respected prefer to elimi-

,
/ nate through tranquilizers. How ironic that busfhessman-vajue endorsers

a

would be the worst drug abusers in our samples.

One interesting aspect Of Table 5,11 is that therank ordering Of,

values almost appears to be a atric of the extent to.which a value can'be

fulfilled through thelefforts of the person who holds it, or, in psychoko,,

gical jargon, .ocus of control (cf. Kahle, 198a). In no ease is any item

in Table 5-11 more tHan one ordinal position out of rank from the metric of

values, which resulted from a direct comparison of values with a measureof

locus of control. People who take tranquilizers see moods as the result of

biochemistry, more than as the result of behavior, we might speCulate. Bio-

chemistry is more mysterious, 'more difficult to control. People whose value

is least amenable to self -control are most )ikely to revert
to medicines or

. .

-drugs when times became difficult.

Let us now move from ingesting maladaptation to simply experiencing

4 t
it, as in the case of dizziness. When dizziness occurs alone in a form

that cannot be explained without psychological understanding, most fre-

quently anxiety and conversion reactions are implicated.

Takla 5-13 shows that respondents who.velue fun-enjoyment-excitement

have had fewe. spells of dizzinehs than, people who value security and the

sinterpersonal, values. Given the strong security component in tense of be-

,

longing and the fact that security may often be, desired for interpersonal

reasons, one could Conceive of all four of the values at the bottom of

Table 5-15 as strongly interpersonal: If one assumes that dizziness is a

type of or symptom of conversion reacts/An, then this finding fits well

1

4
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I with the theory of conversion reac tions, whin are thought to take place

almost always only in the Presence of others (Coleman, 1964). Typical of

people who have conversion reactions,
theory states., are the special need

for attention and the tendency to be "dependently demanding and manipula-

tive in interpersonal relationships" (Coleman, 1964, p. '209). Because of

the strong need for attention, various conversion reactions appear which

elicit the attention, sympathy, and help of certain other people, perhaps

also shocking those people into feelings di guilt. The fun-enjoyment-

excitement people may be uniquely immune from developing conversion re-

,actions because, more th n any other group, their value fulfillment would

be seriously disrupted tSy any type of conversion reaction or disabling

health impairment.

Another topic of considerable adaptiye significance is anxiety. the

cachetsof anxiety are apprehensiveness and fearfulness in response to vaguely

perceived threats. Anxiety is both a symptom and a syndrome. "Anxiety as

a sxmptam.is arcomponent of almost every psychiatric disorder, and the syn-

drome anxiety neurosis, of which it forms the central element, is no doubt

,
widespread",(Nemiah, 1976, p. 1199)

. Part of why anxiety fascinates psychologists is that anxiety and its
.41

slightly more general conceptual
brother, stress, have been linked closely

'to adaptation within the experimen tal literature. Coleman (1964) concludes,

quote, "As stress increases beyond a minimal level, reasoning, problem sol-

ving, and adaptivetefficiency progressively decrease" (Coleman, 1964, p. 93)

end of quote. Selye states the same conclusion in different words; Quote
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Experiments oh animals have clearly shown that each exposure

leaves an indelible scar in that it uses up reseives Of adap-

tability which cannot be replaced. It is true that immediately

after\samb harassing experience', rest'can restore us almosst to

the original level of fitness byeliminating acute fitigUe. But

the emphasis is on almost. Since we constantly go through period§

t
I,

of stress and rest during life, just a little deficitof adapts-
.1

tion energy every day adds up--it adds up to what we call aging

(Selye, 1956, p. 274). End of quote.

ThUs, anxiety is as clear a symptom as any of maladaptive psychological ap-

proaches to life.

Theoretically, anxiety occupies a central position in many other the-

ories, too. For Freud and the.psychoanalytic school, anxiety originally

was viewed as the result of, and later as the cause of, repressior For.

contemporary psychodynamic
models "anxiety is a signal to the ego that an

unacceptable drive is pressing for unconscious representation and discharge,

and as a signal it arouses the ego to take defensive action against the

pressures from below" (Nemiah, 1976, p. 1203). In conditioning theories

and' research, from Watson's "Little Albert" experiment to the present, evi-

dence of prominent mechanisms for conditioning anxiety have abounded. Even

from humanistic psychologists,
existential anxiety has a position of honor

in theori ng (Frankl, 1962; May, 1950). It is, in fact, difficult to ima-

ge

gine a t ry oftabnorma behavior that ignores anxiety.

The anxiety composite was constructed from a principle components

factor analysis with a varimax rotation. A coefficient alpha showed an

A

.

9
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internal consistency of .69 for each gender. The item with the largest

,

median absolute Value factor loading was: "Do you ever have any trouble

getting to sleep or staying aslee0:,,,Xlmost as prominent an item inquired,

rpl

"Have you ive been bothered by nervousness; feeling fidgety and tense?".

Three other anxiety, questions were also included in the composite: 1) "Do

you have a loss*of appetite?" 2) "How often are you bothered by having an

upset atozach ?" and 3) "Are you ever troubled by headaches ar pains in

4

the head ?"

Tabl4 5 -16 shows that people who value fun-enjoyment-excitement, self-

.

fulfillment, a sense of accomplishment, and self-reSpect produce less an-
.

I

,
. Social Adaptation

8

xiety than proponents of a sense of belonging in the syndrome composite.

In addition, security falls below fun-enjoyment-excitement on table 5-16,

too.

As has often been true in this research, people who value fun- njoy-
.

ment-exitement, who perhaps experience the widest range of human emot ons

of any of the groups and who perhaps have a somewhat future orientation,

appeal to avoid maladaptive symptoms more than ethers. 'The otheeinter-

pally- oriented values apparently also Provide
somewhatAof a buffer against

o

psychological anxiety.' TIls two values based on insecurity again show the

maladaptive Outcome. Insecurity fuelsanxjety as much as dizziness.,

Finally, the items used to construct the ill health composite in

Table )-5 loaded togethenin a
)
principle components factor analysis with a

varimax rotation. Coefficient alphas showed'an internal consistency of 77

for, both men and women. The,item with the largest absolute value median

factor loading was:" "Has any ill health affected,the amount of work you

'40

ff

4
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do?". Two other, items also answered on a 4-point.vca/e ranging from "never"

,

.

to Yaany tipples" were: '"Have ybu 'ever been bothered by shortness .of breath
..

.

when you were not exercising or working harry ?' ", and "Have you ever been

bothered by your' heart beating hdid?". Three other yeSTno items round out

.the composite: 1) "Do you feel you are bothered by all sorts of pains and

ailmerts in different parts of your body?",

feel healthy enough to carry out the things

"Do you have any partictlarphyslcal or

Table 5-5

of ill health.

2) "For 'the most

ydu would like to

health trouble?"

ptrt, do you

doe, and
1

Aisplays the relationship between val9ps and the composite

Self-fulfillment leads to less health trouble than all. other

values except a sense of accomplishment and funLenjoyment -excitement, and .

.being ve1I-respected leads to worse health outcomes than all other catego-

ries except sense of belonging.

One interpretation of reports of iultiple physical illnesses is that

the respondent who scores high is hypochondriacal. This interpretation has

4 ,
--.1

some face validity because often the list of symptoms includes:physical 1

troubles
k
highly unlikely to occur together frequently. This interprets-

,

tion, however, falls short here when one realizes that hypochondriasis

is'a`symptom of depression but that, at least on the composite we

use, anxiety itemt load more highly than depression items. Although de-

.

pression items do also load on the factors our composite measures and.al-

though in practice anxiety and depression are sometimes confounded, it ap-

pears that a pat application of the libel hypochondriacal is not necessarily

a complete description of what gets assessed by our measures.

Another interpretation of thepe measures is that people may report
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A

ilrealth'onlybecause they Le experiencing ill health and these reports
1

may not be indicative of psychological troubles. Conventlgnal wisdom in

biochemistry and the guL\suarr-elof medical profits foster this,interpreta-
o. er -

_tj.on. But-to claim that such a verbal report of ill health is void ig pay,

chological, import ign-Orts at least two facts. First, a good deal of ill
.

health is psychosomatic., Physical
health and mental Jhealth 'are, inextricably

intertwined (cf. Eastwood & Trevelyn, 1972; dove & Hughes, 1979; Hinkle &

Wolff, 1957; Shepherd, Cooper, Brown, & Kelton, 1966; Thoits &'Hannan, 1979).

Any account of phylica. health that
disputes-ads assertion of the inter-

\
stwinink of physical and mental health has a hieficult time accounting for)"

why some people who are exposed to many diseases, such 9.4 medical dOctors,

fail to become sink Were often,

exposed to a disease, such,as

and why, when two people are bbth similarly

husband and. wife, often only one will con-

tract the malady. A second difficulty for tht conventional strict biochemi,

cal Account-is the strong statistical relationship
frequently detected bet-

.

yeen.measures pf phyllial and mental ill heal 11: 'All'of the items we pre-

,

sent here are especially susceptible to this i terpretetion because they

have been selected indpart because Of their empi ical rely onship to ex-

,

ttrnal indices of mental illness.

A mare plausible
interpretation of survey measures. of general health

is that they represent a general factor of health, both physical and men,

'tal. Although the purist may prefer an unconfounded measure, our purpose

of understanding adaptatpn is perhaps served as well wit>gbstract mea-

sures as with'the more specific M sures that a diagnostician might want.

A plausible interpretation o the preeent results is that the

12 -
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values that appear to lead,to mdre tide
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mism°aliout the fanA,and-a sense of
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ive responses may relate to opti-
,

trol over outcomes,

mentimplies both, a sense of,accomplishment implies a sense,of Control,
,

and' fun-excitement-enjoyment implies optimism. 'Being w'ell-respected,fmost .

. .c.

.

clearly of all the values, impliei neither. People with a sense of control .,./), ,,-

0
1 .1.

,,* i

4 . .. . %

and optimism tend to take pelf-preserving steps,: .

r "

°

,

condlusion, ahough measuring mental illness vith surveys in-
.

11 I r

are able to repert several interesting 010
volt/es a.godd deal of controverhy, we

relittionships between values and,symptoms

.. 'r ,
. e

. s.1 . .
..

J.,ncludie.hose omares reported here. , roa4 except 3 ,ca4A,, we have
.,,..

, iit '4'-,""t$

'04.,.

itiO

4.

of mental il:inessfrom the use of

these measures. We have noK tested 19 measures of adaptation and values,:

found statisticallyiloighiricant relation s lyetvweenvalues atid:liental,

,
_

__ .

.' .4 e,

health. Fun-enjoyment-excitement as a value appears to channel energy in

., .
,,

. ..

. .

, . 4 4
,

psychologically adaptive,dirAtions., exsept.for alcohol
e;

consUraptimit
, .

more

r' ti

than.the other Values. A sense 5 Ataiplishment ikthe only 'other :value

. f
o..:

in the thick of the battite for ah optlial le.-e1of,psychologfca/ adapts- -

x
.

.
..

l.
tion,lbut it-tod failvto,same,extent inthe alcohol test. These two

,
*

,'4, values both itcvolVe self-41tiation of qUtcomes not tied to people, tug-

.
. "

Aesting that a sense of perldnal efficacy over impersonal outcomes may pe
a

0
\

tile crucial value,link with psycholdglcai adaptation. The insecurity

,
. I . ,.

associated,..with the valued of seCUtity and tr.. sense

butes to 'morg.:PaychbloilXr Malqaptive' outcomes

4
. ,,

.- ,

values; The remaining4fOur v42es.lead:,to mo
= . y 4

4 4. 'h
0,

atiaPts.tion4 sucee4,- .1;0ft. of the eight lueS is
- .r.";

N1

of belonging .contri-

than for any othef

ambiguous psychological

associated u4versq.iy

r,

wiih ideal,g;daPtaticin; xe-peerather
that each value

'iontangncids,etassets_and-lipfpitiea.-
1,

r -

`Lniy :

carries with it

,
ti

4

e

p
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Table 575

Questions: Ii. lypalth Symptom Cluster

Va,lue s Mean Set

self-fulfillment 11.244

fun-enjoyment-excitement 11.520 ab
°

a sense of accomplishment 11.587 ,ab 252

warm reiatiOnships with others 12.115 b 8

9 security 12.496

n

213

100

self-respect 12.323 b 4 :5

I

seise of belonging 12.571 be 177

lbeing well-respected 13.200 c 190

(First Valtie) 4(7, 2205), 7.261, p < .0101



Table 5-8

Question: Row often have you had the following? Do you ever drink more sin

you should? 1. never 2.' hardlytver

Value

3.

Mean

sometimes

Set

4, many times.

-,6.

.being well-respected
. .

1.423

4

a 189

sense of belonging ,1.514 ab 177

self-respect 1.529) ab$ 465

warm relationships with others

i

1.542 ab 356
a.

security 1.589 'ab 455

a a sghse of accomplishment 1.696 be 250

self-fulfillment 1.780 c 214
A

fun-enjoyment-excitement 4 1.860
.

c
* 406

-.

(First Value) F(7, 2198) 5.742, p < .061

404fi 4c.
Vu

4

7

I
4

V
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Table 5-1i,

Amp

Question: How often have you had the following? When you feel worried,

a

tense or nervous, A° you ever take medicines or drugs to help

youhandle things? 1. never 2.

4. many times

Value

a sense of accomplishment

self-fulfillment

self-respect

fun-enjoyment-excitement

warm relationships with others

being well-respected

security.
V

sense of belonging
,

(First Value) F(7,42195) - 1.005, p = .0038

t

ti

hardly ever 3. sometimes

.1410

S

Mean Set n

1.329' a 252

1.390 ab 213 414,

1.450 ab 465

1.505 ab 99

1.516 ab 355

1.524 b 187'

1.547 b 455

1.616 b 177

.1

s

4



1

0

.4

Table 5-13

Question: How often have you had the following? Have you ever had spells

k ,

of dizziness? 1. never 2.

. Value

fun-enjoyment-excitement

selffulfillment ,,

a sense of accomplishment,

self-respect

f warm relationships with others

security

.4t being well-respected

dr
sense of belonging

hardly ever

Mean 4

/

3. sometimes 4. many times

ilk
,

Set n

4
/

1.500 a
, .100

1.612. 'ab 214

1.616 ab 250

1.741 ab 46

1.785 /b 353

1.826 b y 454

1.836 b" 183

1.836 b 177

(First Value) F(7, 2187) 4.026, p .0002

ry

q

do.



Table 5-16

6

Questions:
Psychological anxiety symptom Cluster

_

Value
Mean.

fun-Ajoyment-excitement
8.110

self-fulfillment
8.495

a sense of accomplishment 8.542

self-respect
8:5'49

being well-respected
8.679

warm relationships with others 8.84

security a
9.007.

sense of belonging 9.254
)111,

(First Value) F(7,v2208) 3.936, p

iy

t ,

4

Set n

a 100

ab 214

ab 253

ab ,466

abc - 190'

abc 358

be 458

177

a lc

r

r


